BE SEDUCED BY THE MAGIC
It is time to make the decision to come

Since its beginnings in 1992, Voyage
to Colombia and discover the “Magic
Colombia has been fully committed
Realism.” Contact us and start turning
in offering the best tourism services,
yourtailor-made
“Colombian
Dream”for
into
a reality.
with
excursions
each
individual who travels to Colombia,
seeking
a truly
unique experience.
Welcome
!
Colombia’s magic can be experienced
through a range of distinctive features,
of which its astonishing natural
sceneries, mind-blowing adventures
extending from the top of the Cocuy
glacier in the Andes Mountains, to the
charming seven colored waters in the
Caribbean island San Andres, blend in
perfectly with the warm Latin culture,
creating an unforgettable journey
designed just for you.
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has to offer, as you will surely find the
perfect adventure you have always
dreamed of!
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ZONES
From North to South, you are going to
discover a fantastic country with unique
glaciers, pristine beaches, vibrant cities, and
exceptional flora and fauna. It will truly be
a life changing journey that will delight your
senses.
Let this heavenly country welcome you, on
one of the best trips of your life.
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CENTRAL ZONE
As the capital of Colombia, Bogotá is
the first destination that welcomes
all visitors, with its diverse and
multicultural charm.
This metropolis is one of the highest
capital cities in South America with
approximately 2,650 meters above
sea level.

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* Do not leave the city without enjoying the
spectacular view of Bogotá by riding a cable
car or funicular to the peak of the Sanctuary
of Monserrate.
* Walk around the historic center of “La
Candelaria” and visit its renowned sites,
such as Plaza Bolivar, presidential buildings
and various cathedrals.
* Visit a variety of national museums, including
the Gold museum and the exemplary Botero
museum.
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ZONES

CENTRAL ZONE

BOGOTÁ’S
SURROUNDINGS

Bogotá´s surroundings include 20 municipalities which have
different climates. Temperatures range between -5° Celsius
(23° Fahrenheit) and 26° Celsius (79° Fahrenheit). The region
is full of beautiful landscapes as well as economic and cultural
richness. The principal economic activities in this region are
flower, cattle and agricultural production. Explore Colombia´s
diversity in the surroundings of its capital!

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
The Salt Cathedral in Zipaquirá
Discover the history of mining in the region and the largest religious building
made out of salt in the world.

Guatavita Lake and Town
A mysterious lake full of legendary indigenous tales, surrounded by a beautiful
mountainous environment.

Chingaza National Park & Siecha Lake
Enjoy hiking around the lakes and mountains within the immaculate
“Paramo” biome, filled with frailejon trees and deers, the perfect scenery for
a delicious picnic.

Chicaque National Park
A National Park where you will enjoy a hike around oak forests, waterfalls and
trenches in the misty forest.

La Chorrera Waterfall
Hike around the misty forest and up to the highest waterfall in Colombia (590
meters).

CENTRAL ZONE

ZONES
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BOYACÁ
SIGHTS TO ENJOY
National park El Cocuy
In this protected area of 306,000 km² of the Sierra del Nevada Cocuy
National Park, you will find yourself in an incredible environment: 23 snow
peaks, waterfalls, lakes, and unique flora and fauna, including the Andean
condors, eagles, deer or tapirs can also be found in this astonishing
national park.
Go trekking at El Cocuy National Park, where you will enjoy a hike among the
astonishing landscapes ranging from 2.400 meters to 3.800 meters of altitude.

Villa de Leyva
This UNESCO World Heritage Site is well known for its colonial architecture and
paleontological presence in the area. Founded in 1572, the site takes visitors
back in time through its distinctive history and culture.

Ráquira
An artisanal craft paradise, where you will be able to discover the local artisan’s
techniques within their distinguished ceramics.

The most beautiful landscapes with astonishing mountains
in the country can be found in Boyacá. Known for its rural
tourism, it is located in the central zone of Colombia, only
3 hours from the capital. Visit one of the most picturesque
colonial towns of Colombia, relax in the hot springs, or hike
through the beautiful national park El Cocuy!
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ZONES

CENTRAL ZONE

SANTANDER

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
Colonial Town Barichara
A small colonial town full of enchanting adobe houses and spectacular
archaeological pieces. According to many, the most beautiful village of
Colombia.

Chicamocha Canyon
The second largest canyon in the world, definitely an unmissable place to visit
while in Colombia.

Adventure Activities in San Gil
Experience a full adrenaline rush with activities such as, rafting, rappelling,
paragliding, horseback-riding or ecological hikes.

Santander offers a wide variety of natural beauty with its
plains, mountains, canyons, rivers and caves. It is an excellent
destination for extreme sports, where adventure lovers will
find the perfect place for exhilarating adventures

CENTRAL ZONE

ZONES
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WESTERN ZONE
San Agustín is known for its historic
landmarks and cultural treasures
displayed through its archaeological
parks and museums.
The indigenous communities, who lived
in this region, practiced death rituals
for their chiefs and warriors and
entombed them behind archaeological
figures with all their belongings.

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* El Alto del Mortiño and El Salto de los
Borbones.
Where you will fall in love with the beautiful
landscapes including the breathtaking
natural sceneries.
* El Alto de los Isnos and Obando,
Where you will visit archaeological pieces
and statues, a distinctive feature of San
Agustin and its surroundings.
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ZONES

WESTERN ZONE

SAN AGUSTÍN
AND TATACOA DESERT

Explore this amazing site known for its historic landmarks
and cultural treasures of the San Agustin native community.
Additionally, the most important river of Colombia – the Rio
Magdalena – originates in this department, in El Páramo de
las Papas

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
Horseback riding in La Chaquira and El Tablon
Discover the archaeological area of La Chaquira and El Tablon, where you
will be amazed by the ancient megalithic sculptures and the stunning views.

Tatacoa Desert
Visit this amazing desert near San Agustin where you will have the unique
opportunity to spend the night under the stars!

WESTERN ZONE

ZONES
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COFFEE CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE

Formed by the departments of Quindío,
Caldas and Risaralda.
This coffee cultural landscape of Colombia
has been declared as a UNESCO cultural
World Heritage Site in 2011.

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* The Botanical Garden.
Where you will appreciate the region’s
biodiversity, a butterfly farm and a vast
bamboo forest.
* Salento and Valle de Cocora
Hike around the stunning mountains which
are comprised by the tallest wax palms in the
World, which grow up to 70 meters tall!
* Los Nevados National Park (Manizales)
This multifaceted biodiverse landscape
includes forests, as well as snow ecosystems,
and crosses through moraines that resemble
moonscapes. Enjoy walking, climbing or biking
through different landscapes at an altitude of
4.800 meters above sea level.
* Beautiful towns to visit: Marsella, Pijao, Buena
Vista and Filandia.
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ZONES

WESTERN ZONE

COFFEE CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE

The coffee region can be found on the central mountain
range of the Colombian Andes. This region has become the
first rural tourist destination in Latin America thanks to the
construction of different attractions related to the coffee
production and culture.
These beautiful sites have 513.000 people working on the
production of 12.1 million coffee sacks which are exported
to 36 countries around the world. Here you will taste the
best coffee of the world. Be enchanted by the diverse and
fascinating landscapes, get carried away by the aroma of the
coffee plantations as well as the friendliness and hospitality
of the locals.
Delight your senses with the aroma of the coffee plantations
at the Coffee Cultural Landscape, with special attractions
related to the coffee production and culture
WESTERN ZONE

ZONES
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MEDELLÍN
It is the second largest city in Colombia,
with its own interesting culture and
exciting nightlife. The city is located in
the center of a valley surrounded by
mountains and it is named by many
as “The city of Eternal Spring”, due to
its enjoyable weather conditions.

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* City Tour
Takes you to Medellin´s most popular
neighborhoods and sights, such as the
Poblado neighborhood, the bar district and
restaurants around El Parque Lleras, Parque
de Los Piés Descalzos, Plaza Botero and
Antioquia´s museum.
* Arví Park by cable car.
Take the metro up to the Santo Domingo
station where you will take the cable car and
enjoy the beautiful city landscapes.
* Visit The Botanical Garden.
* Discover Parque de Los Deseos.
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ZONES

WESTERN ZONE

MEDELLÍN

Medellin, has been named the world’s most innovative city in
the World, before cities, such as New York and Tel Aviv.
It is praised for its civic spaces, libraries, and art galleries, as
well as its curious infrastructure that has managed to decrease
crime rates. It includes electric escalators and cable cars
allowing the residents of some neighborhoods on Medellin’s
steep hillside to easily commute to the city centre

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
Guatapé
Visit the picturesque town enclosed by the Peñol Dam, and visit the amazing
rock “La Piedra del Peñol” (200 meters and 740 steps).

Santa Fe de Antioquia
A colonial town close to Medellín, where you will walk along its cobblestone
streets, and enjoy the hospitality of the locals with an exceptional cup of
homegrown coffee.

Piedras Blancas Ecological Park
Enjoy activities such as canopy, ride on water bikes, or simply visit a butterfly
farm and the entomology museum.

WESTERN ZONE

ZONES
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CALI

Cali is an important economic and industrial city of Colombia.
However, it is better known as the Salsa capital of the world!
This town delights its visitors with the best Salsa music and
dancers, always eager to teach visitors some steps

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* Enjoy the traditional cuisine of Cali which it is famous for – a fusion of
Spanish, Indian and African heritage which gives it a truly unique flavor.
* Stroll through the streets of the beautiful colonial quarter “San Antonio”,
visit the historical sites, learn some salsa steps from the professional
dancers in town and do not miss a spectacular salsa show at night!
* Visit “Farallones” at the Cali National Park.
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ZONES

WESTERN ZONE

POPAYÁN

Discover Popayan, known as the “White City”, one of the most
important religious and historical centers of Colombia. It has
been home to many national poets, presidents and writers
that have left an important legacy

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* Visit “Tierradentro,” famous for its large number of underground tombs,
the so called hypogea, and well-preserved monumental statues of human
figures. A UNESCO World Heritage Site.
* Visit of the indigenous market in Silvia.
* Hike through the Puracé National Park.
* Holy Week in Popayán.

WESTERN ZONE

ZONES
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BAHÍA SOLANO

TO ENJOY
A place where beautiful Pacific beaches meet the dense
tropical rain forests. The perfect scenery to admire whale
watching during the birthing season which takes place from
August to October. Additionally, discover Bahía Solano, a
small town in the Chocó Department
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WESTERN ZONE

NUQUÍ

TO ENJOY
In Nuqui you will find the perfect atmosphere to just relax
and dream away. It is a destination with limitless waters,
flora and fauna and rich vegetation of the tropical rainforest
and the deep sea. Surrounded by waterfalls, lonely beaches,
crystalline rivers and hot springs combined with many species
of birds, reptiles and amphibians – the absolute paradise

WESTERN ZONE

ZONES
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NORTHERN ZONE
Cartagena is the main tourist attraction
in Colombia, famous for its beautiful
and well maintained walled city, built by
the Spaniards in the 1700 ́s. Go back in
time with the balconies of the antique
buildings and its narrow cobblestone
streets. The city was declared as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1984.
Enjoy the warm breeze of the Caribbean
sea in this romantic city that you will
surely fall in love with!

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* Walk through the colonial historic
landmarks such as the castle of San Felipe
de Barajas, the Popa Convent, and the
Corralito de Piedra.
* Relax on the breathtaking beaches of the
Rosario Islands, and swim in crystal clear
waters.
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ZONES

NORTHERN ZONE

CARTAGENA

Cartagena de Indias is an impressive city that holds the secrets
of its history in its walls, in the balconies of its buildings and
its narrow cobblestone streets. This magical environment
and beautiful architecture makes it a wonderful destination
to spend some relaxing days

NORTHERN ZONE

ZONES
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MOMPOX

Is an island situated in the Magdalena River that preserves
the colonial architecture and Spanish traditions. In 1995 the
historical center was declared Cultural World Heritage by the
UNESCO as a spectacular example of a Spanish 16th-Century
colonial city in Latin America.
Mompox is an important religious place –especially during
Easter week where many pilgrims find their way here. It is
located in the department of Bolivar, 5 hours away from
Cartagena and its average temperature is 30°Celsius (86°
Fahrenheit). Feel the magic of this historical place!
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NORTHERN ZONE

SANTA MARTA

& TAYRONA NATIONAL PARK

Santa Marta is the capital city of the department of Magdalena
located on the Caribbean Coast. The city has always been an
important maritime port for the country especially for coal
exports. Santa Marta was founded in 1525, and is known as
the oldest city of South America.
Near Santa Marta, you will find Tayrona National Park which
offers some of South America’s most amazing coastlines and
is a protected area. It shelters a variety of flora and fauna,
between the jungle, mountains, beaches and the Caribbean
Sea

SIGHTS & ACTIVITES TO ENJOY
* Visit the historic Santa Marta, Taganga and La Quinta de San Pedro
Alejandrino, a historic site that belonged to General Simon Bolívar.
* Visit Cañaveral beach, Arrecifes, La Piscina and Cabo San Juan where you
have the opportunity to swim or snorkel.
* Get to know the culture of the Kogi.
* Go for a hike in the beautiful surroundings.
* Discover a perfect place for bird-watching.
* Enjoy an extraordinary experience through beautiful landscapes during
your 5 day hike to the indigenous Lost City (Ciudad Perdida) home to the
majestic Tayrona tribe.
* The small village of Minca is located within the rainforests of the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta home to many rivers, and is inhabited by the
significant Kogi Indian tribe.
NORTHERN ZONE

ZONES
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SAN ANDRÉS
AND PROVIDENCIA

These two wonderful islands are
located 775 km northwest of Colombia
and 220 km from the coast of Nicaragua.
They are the largest islands in the
Colombian territory, with an exciting
colonial history and a vivid local
language that it is a mixture of old
English, Spanish and African dialects.
Be enchanted by the sea of seven
colors, home to various marine
animals and corals.

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* Swim in the most beautiful seas of the country,
where the water has seven different kind of
colors that are unique on these tropical islands.
Do not leave without discovering the home of
extraordinary marine wildlife.
* Relax on the beaches of Johnny Cay, surrounded
by a colorful sea, light reggae music, and the
most delicious local seafood in the area.
* Visit Providencia´s Peak where you will have an
amazing view of the island.
* Tour cays around Providencia, enjoy the beautiful
beaches or practice watersports like snorkeling or
diving.
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NORTHERN ZONE

GUAJIRA

The peninsula of the northern part of Colombia, holds the
paradisiac desert of La Guajira. It is the home of the Wayúu
Indians, who make beautiful crafts including hammocks and
handmade bags traditional to their culture. Visit them and
discover more about their culture and customs!

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
Cabo de La Vela
Enjoy the mixed landscapes: deserts and beaches.

Manaure
Where you will learn about the formation of salt.
* Visit a typical “Ranchería” close to Riohacha where you can enjoy and
experience the Wayúu culture.
* Visit the Cerrejón coal mine which, is the largest mining operation in
Colombia and among the largest open-pit coal mines in the world.
* Overnight Cabo de la Vela at a “Ranchería” (sleep in a hammock or wooden
cabin).
NORTHERN ZONE

ZONES
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EAST &
SOUTHERN ZONE
The eastern plains stretch through
several departments in Colombia
(Arauca, Casanare, Vichada, Guainía and
Meta), and make up over a quarter of
Colombia’s land mass. Comprised of vast
savannas, which are home to the biggest
cattle ranches in Colombia, this unique
environment is filled of an immense
biodiversity.
As an important part of the native
culture, locals practice Joropo, the most
well-known musical rhythm of the area.
Due to the low altitude and being close
to the equator, the weather can be rainy
or dry - depending on the season and the
temperatures can rise above 30°c (86°f).
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EASTERN AND SOUTHERN ZONE

CAÑO CRISTALES
This amazing Colombian river is located in the Sierra de la
Macarena, and is also known as “The River of Five Colors.” The
red, yellow, green and blue colors are given by the plants and
algae at the bottom of the river, giving the river a unique and
beautiful appearance.
In the Serranía de la Macarena you can also discover 420 bird
species, 10 species of amphibians, 43 of reptiles and 8 primate species amongst others. The average temperature is
24°C (75°F)

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
Ecological Walk
* Ecological walk along the river Caño Cristales.
* You will also be able to admire its gorgeous waterfalls, and unique 1.2 billion year old geological formations, as well as its surrounding nature.

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN ZONE

ZONES
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VILLAVICENCIO

Only 90 km outside from Bogotá, Villavicencio is located on
the hillside of the eastern mountain range, surrounded by
gorgeous rivers. This city offers a wide variety of wildlife that
everyone can enjoy during various ecological walks

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
Fomeque Canyon
Descending through the Fomeque Canyon, you will enjoy a beautiful view of
the Colombian Eastern Plains.

HATO DE LA AURORA

The 16,000 hectare reserve Hato La Aurora in the Casanare
department of Colombia is located in the vast Eastern Plains
and comprises a unique ecosystem which offers fantastic
birdwatching and wildlife viewing opportunities. Here you
can find many species of birds, capybaras, caimans, iguanas,
white-tailed dears, jaguars and giant anteaters in the middle of
savannas, forests, lakes and streams in the state of innocence

Maloka Park
Where you can absorb more about the way of living of the local people
called “Llaneros”.

Ocarro´s Park

SIGHTS TO ENJOY

Have lunch at one of the typical restaurants that serve “Ternera a la Llanera”
(local style veal).

* Ecological walk and tour by canoe along the river Ariporo and its creeks.

Puerto Lopez

* Experience a Panoramic Safari that will leave you speechless.

Where you will visit the monument of the “Middle of Colombia” and
continue to Menegua (Los Llanos) to enjoy unmissable flora and fauna.
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EASTERN AND SOUTHERN ZONE

AMAZON
The Amazon is the largest rainforest in the world, and it is one
of the biggest regions in Colombia. Located in the south of
the country, its capital Leticia, lies on the northern part of the
Amazon River and is the frontier between Colombia, Brazil,
and Peru.

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* Travel in the Amazon River in a canoe and admire the wonderful flora and
fauna.
* Cross the border to visit special natural reserves, such as Park Orellana in
Brazil and the ecological reserve of Marasha in Peru.
* Do not leave without watching the grey and pink dolphins swim around
the lakes of Tarapoto.
* Visit the communities that inhabit the amazon, such as the Huitotos, Ingas,
Tucanos, Ticunas and Nukakus.
The natural beauty of the jungle will leave you speechless!

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN ZONE

ZONES
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REMARKABLE
EXPERIENCES
Turn your vacations into an unforgettable
experience, visiting the most beautiful
destinations in Latin America that only
Colombia can offer.
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REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES

CARIBBEAN VIBES
Discover the Colombian Caribbean coast with this complete tour.
From deserts, beaches, jungles and indigenous communities, this
part of Colombia, has it all. Cartagena, The Pearl of the Caribbean,
is one of the most visited places of the country and you will surely
understand why.
An undiscovered region is La Guajira, with magnificent sceneries
and never before seen landscapes. Furthermore, you will visit the
wonderful National Park Tayrona where you can find beaches,
jungles, and discover all types of flora and fauna, unique in the
world!
Voyage Colombia invites you to take this diverse tour and see
another side of Colombia

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Discover unique landscapes, indigenous communities and flora and
fauna at one of Colombia´s hidden gems, La Guajira.
* Visit Tayrona national park, where mountains, virgin beaches and dense
jungle meet at the Caribbean coast.
* The Pearl of the Caribbean will leave you impressed with all of its colonial
history and architectural beauty.
* Only a few kilometers away of Cartagena, you will have the opportunity
to relax and enjoy white sandy beaches and crystal clear waters of the
region.

Recommended itinerary
10 days - 9 nights
Guajira – Santa Marta – Cartagena

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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DIVERSE COLOMBIA
Discover Colombia and all its diversity
with this tour! Enjoy the highlights of
Colombia in this extensive tour through
the country. Visit the Gold museum in
Bogotá, the tallest wax palm trees in
the world within the Coffee Region, be
inspired by all the history in Cartagena,
and finally relax at one of Colombia´s
most beautiful natural reserves:
Tayrona National Park.
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REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

DIVERSE COLOMBIA
SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Enjoy a marvellous view from the capital of Colombia on top of Monserrate hill!
* Visit the Salt “Catedral in Zipaquirá”, one of the most spectacular buildings
near Bogota.
* Discover “Ráquira”, a village near Villa de Leyva which is known for its
handmade artisanal objects.
* Be amazed by the highest waterfall of Colombia, “La Chorrera”!
* Walk around the tallest wax palm trees of the World. Be enchanted by this
natural miracle!
* Enjoy Cartagena by bike. Visit all of the highlights of the City and feel the
warm Caribbean breeze on your skin.
* Visit one of the many breathtaking locations in Tayrona National Park and
be amazed by its biodiversity and unique nature.

Recommended itinerary
15 days - 14 nights
Bogotá – Zipaquirá - Villa de Leyva – La Chorrera – Coffee región
Cartagena – Tayrona National Park

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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PICTURESQUE
TOWNS

Be amazed visiting the most beautiful
and picturesque towns of Colombia.
Travel through the famous Coffee
Cultural Landscape, were the world´s
best coffee is grown. This trip will
inspire you with the beauty of these
colonial houses made of “Bahareque”,
each with its unique and colorful
doors, windows, and paintings. The
friendliness of the locals and their
delicious traditional coffee, along with
the stunning landscapes full of flora
and fauna, will make you not want to
leave this lovely region.
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REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

PICTURESQUE
TOWNS

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Visit Filandia, a vital example of the traditional architecture of the area,
which combined with their “cestería” crafts, make a wonderful visit.
* Travel through Salento and Cocora Valley where you will find the oldest
town of the area, called the “Father of Quindío”, distinguished by the
architecture of its old houses in “Bahareque” and clay walls.
* Be amazed by the tallest wax palm trees in the world!
* Visit Buenavista, located in the Central Cordillera of the Andes, which
offers a beautiful contrast between crops of coffee, bananas and other
exotic fruit. Here you will observe the traditional adobe houses with
colorful architecture.
* Travel to Marsella. Here you will take a break from the ordinary; enjoy
a traditional village, its architecture, the House of Culture and a tour to
el Alto Cauca region. In Alto Cauca you will enjoy a wonderful scenery,
accompanied by local guide and delightful lunch.
* Visit the Botanical and Butterfly Garden in Calarcá, you will be able to
see over 600 different species of plants and large trees of more than 200
years in the region.

Recommended itinerary
5 days - 4 nigths
Quindío- Risalralda

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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COFFEE CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE 360°

Enjoy one of the most traditional
journeys of Colombia, having coffee,
as the protagonist of your trip. The
departments of Caldas, Quindío and
Risaralda are part of the famous
COFFEE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE of
Colombia where the best coffee is
grown. Let this tour seduce you by the
aroma of coffee and the charm of the
landscapes, allowing you to observe
the majestic roads, charming locals,
beautiful architecture of its villages,
wildlife, and an endless green horizon.
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REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

COFFEE CULTURAL
LANDSCAPE 360°

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* Visit the Quimbaya Gold Museum, designed by the renown architect
Rogelio Salmona. It displays magnificent archaeological samples, including
objects that date more than 10,000 years old.
* Take a panoramic Jeep Tour where you will explore Quindío from another
angle, allowing you to develop a photographic safari and interact with the
locals.
* Enjoy the Quindío Towns of Pijao, Buena Vista, and Salento.
* Drink an indulging cup of traditional Colombian coffee, while listening to
its history in “Jesus Martin.”
* Feel a great adrenaline rush, while riding te “Caracolí Canopy.”
* Horseback ride through the wonderful mountainous landscapes.
* Visit the folkloric towns, Chinchiná and Santa Rosa de Cabal, in Caldas and
Risaralda.
* Visit Finca la Romelia, and walk through gorgeous nature trails that go
across a variety of crops, forests, and water bodies. You will also visit an
unbelievable orchid nursery with around 400 species, where the farm
owner will explain the magic behind these flowers.
* Do not miss the Coffee House in Risaralda, where your senses will awaken
through the aromas, textures, and colors of the local coffee, while listening
to the sounds of nature.

Recommended itinerary
5 days - 4 nights
Quindío- Caldas- Risaralda

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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SUN, SENSES AND FLAVORS

With this tour, you will have the opportunity to discover the fine
gastronomy, culture, distinctive designers and unique tours in
Colombia. Take a salsa class in Cali, stroll through the marvellous
shops in Bogota, taste the flavors of the Caribbean with a cooking
class and enjoy the beaches of tropical islands of San Andres and
Providencia.
Be amazed by the uniqueness that Colombia offers!

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Go shopping in the most exclusive crafts stores, with local artisans and
enjoy a unique shopping experience in the capital of Colombia.
* Take a Salsa class to learn to dance like a local. There is a reason Cali is
called the Salsa capital of the World!
* Enjoy the Caribbean cuisine on a beautiful location in the City that is also
known as the Pearl of the Caribbean, Cartagena.
* Relax on the magnificent beaches at the sea of seven colors of San Andres
Island and Providencia.

Recommended restaurants and hotels per city
City

Restaurants

Hotel

Bogotá

Club Colombia
Juana la Loca

Bog Hotel

Cali

Carámbolo
The Market Cali

Now Hotel

Cartagena

El Santísimo
Marea by roush

Casa India Catalina

San Andrés

La Regatta

San Luis Village
Castle Blanc

Recommended itinerary
12 days - 11 nights
Bogota – Cali – Cartagena – San Andres – Providencia
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REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

FOLKLORIC TREASURES

The tour begins from the large cosmopolitan city of Bogotá, where
you will start your journey travelling through the northeast of the
country, encountering charming little towns where the magic of
their wonders will delight your senses. Throughout the journey,
you will discover beautiful sites in Santander and Boyaca, that
will enchant you with their rich cultures, magnificent spots with
diverse flora and fauna, and mystic colonial towns where you will
breathe in their authentic colonial past.
Continue on to Cartagena, where the forts surrounding the old
colonial centre, and the crystalline waters of the Caribbean, will
be the perfect spot to relax your mind and body before heading
to the last stop, Mompox.
This picturesque town is declared a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, as it is a fine example of the Spanish colonial architecture
in the new world with its charismatic cobble streets and colorful
architecture. Without a doubt, this trip offers the best sceneries
for you to immerse yourself into a true “Magical Realism” tale

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
*Walk around in the historical city center of Bogota, La Candelaria.
* Visit the enchanting town of Villa de Leyva.
* Be captivated by the colonial towns of Socorro, San Gil and Barichara.
* Explore the amazing national parks along Santander.
* Travel back in time strolling through the streets of the colonial Cartagena.
* Discover one of Colombia´s best kept secrets: Mompox.

Recommended itinerary
11 days - 10 nigths
Bogotá - Santander - Pacific Coast

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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THE LUXURY EXPERIENCE

With this tour, you will have the chance to live a unique highend experience in one of the most exciting and destinations in
South America, Colombia. Indulge yourself with the exquisite
gastronomy, stunning sites, diverse culture, awesome festivals
and exclusive hotels.
Discover the capital city, with its distinct culture and history,
Medellin with its grand innovation and hospitality, Cartagena with
its Caribbean flavors, and the renown coffee cultural landscape
in Armenia
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COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

THE LUXURY EXPERIENCE

Recommended restaurants and hotels per city

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Visit Bogotá with its wonderful museums, colonial stoned streets, most
exclusive crafts stores and magnificent artistic works.
* Visit one of the most important milk production areas, Ubaté, and stay in
a truly magical spa hotel in the outskirts of the town, where you will enjoy
a pure wellness day.
* No visit to Colombia is complete without visiting the coffee cultural
landscape region.
* Take a trip to The City of Eternal Spring, one of the cities where Tango
music is followed by thousands of people.
* Be amazed by a small town in Antioquia, where island formations inside a
dam create an impressive landscape, Guatapé.
* Enjoy the Caribbean cuisine and luxury boutique hotels in Cartagena.

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

City

Restaurants

Hotel

Bogotá
Ubate

Criterion
Black Bear

EK
BH Usaquen
Click Clack
Casa Yunque
Spa

Medellín

El Cielo

BH El Problado
Hotel Diez

Cartagena

Juan Del Mar
La Vitrola

Allure Bon Bon
Alfiz

Armenia

International Restaurant
of the Hotel Buena Vista
El Solar

El Delirio
Estrella del Monte
Allure Aroma
Mocawa

Recommended itinerary
12 days - 11 nigths
Bogotá - Ubaté - Armenia - Medellín - Guatapé - Cartagena

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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CULTURAL
HERITAGE SITES

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Wander through the Tatacoa dessert, and let it amaze you with its
magical sands.
* Visit one of the most stunning archaeological parks in Colombia, San
Agustín, and let the grand rocks communicate the history of the
forefathers.
* Go on a horseback ride to the nearby antique tombs in the Cauca area,
and discover the secrets of Tierradentro.
* Discover why Popayan is known as the White City of Colombia, and why it
was named as a cultural heritage city.
* Stroll through the most beautiful and picturesque city in Colombia,
Mompox, a city surrounded by rivers that will fill your soul.

Recommended itinerary
12 days - 11 nights
Bogotá - Ubaté - Armenia - Medellín - Guatapé - Cartagena

Discover different angles and landscapes of Colombia; start
with the big metropolis of Bogotá as the cultural and social hub
of Colombia. Continue your journey with the unique desert
of “La Tatacoa” and its splendid rock formations. Appreciate
one the most important archaeological sites: “Tierradentro”,
declared a Masterpiece of Oral and Intangible Heritage of
Humanity by UNESCO in 2009. Then continue this marvellous
journey visiting Cartagena and its fortified colonial walls and
warm beaches.
End this trip, by delighting yourself with the Colombian
Coffee Cultural Landscape, declared World Heritage Site by
UNESCO. This trip will surely take you through Colombia’s
“Magic Realism”
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COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

MAGNIFICENT CITIES

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Walk around one of the prettiest colonial neighborhoods of Bogota, La
Candelaria!
* Visit one of the most renowned religious buildings near Bogota, The Salt
Cathedral of Zipaquirá.
* Enjoy the City of Eternal Spring, Medellin!
* Climb the “Piedra del peñol” to experience a breathtaking view of the
Guatapé Dam.
* Travel back in time to soak up the colonial charm of Cartagena.
* Relax on the marvellous beaches of the Rosario Islands.

Recommended itinerary
10 days - 9 nights
Bogotá – Villa de Leyva – Medellín – Cartagena

Discover the greatest cities of Colombia. These metropolises are
recognized worldwide for their distinct characteristics, definitely
and unmissable excursion during your journey through
Colombia! Tailor-made especially for you, Voyage Colombia has
designed an excursion to the main points of interests in the
capital of Colombia, Colombia´s most famous colonial town, The
city of Eternal Spring, and The Pearl of the Caribbean!

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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CITY HOPPER
Discover the main cities of Colombia,
and enrich your journey with the most
diverse cultures and sites.
Start your trip testing the best
coffee of the World, in the capital of
Colombia, Bogotá. Then witness the
amazing transformation of Medellín,
which went from being one of the
most dangerous cities of the World, to
the most innovative City in the World.
Visit Guatapé, for a magnificent view
from the Piedra del Peñol.
Continue your trip to Cartagena, and
enjoy the rich colonial history that this
city has to offer. Finish your journey
at the Rosario Islands, relax, and start
planning your next trip to Colombia.
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COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

CITY HOPPER
SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES
* Enjoy the best Colombian coffee at our special coffee tour in the capital
city of Bogota.
* Stroll around the most innovative city of the World, Medellin, and observe
an incredible urban transformation through innovation.
* Explore the magnificent city of Cartagena, a true Colombian treasure!
* Visit the clear sandy beaches of Rosario Islands.
* Experiment the best of the Colombian gastronomy, throughout the most
iconic restaurants the country has to offer.

Recommended restaurants and hotels per city
City

Restaurants

Hotel

Bogotá

Andres DC
Harry Sasson

Holiday Inn
Bh Hotels

Medellín

Carmen
El Cielo

Hotel Diez

Cartagena

Club de Pesca
Gobernador by Roush

Santa Clara
Allure Chocolat by Karisma

Recommended itinerary
9 days - 8 nights
Bogotá – Medellín – Cartagena

COLOMBIAN JOURNEYS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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MAVECURE HILLS
CLOSER TO THE SKY

This excursion leads the traveler to
the three magnificent hills; Mavecure,
Pajarito and Mono, on the banks
of the Inírida River. Located in the
southeast of Colombia, travellers are
invited to hike to the top of these hills
and discover a mind-blowing view of
the Amazon region.
This destination offers the magnificent
landscape of the “The Waterway Star
of the South,” a confluence of the
Orinoco, Atabapo and Guaviare Rivers
in the middle of this humid tropical
forest.

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
* Explore the fantastic Tuparro National Park
where you will have the opportunity to watch
the famous pink river dolphin “Tonina” swim
through the surrounding waters.
* Hike in the middle of the Amazonia rainforest
to the Mavacure Hill and Pajarito Hill.
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UNEXPLORED NATURE

MAVECURE HILLS
CLOSER TO THE SKY

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* Ride a speedboat through the Orinoco River.
* Spend the night camping on tents or hammocks.
* Spend the night in either tents or hammocks at the Pedro Camejo Island.
* Hike through the Guahibo Hill for a spectacular view of the plains, the
forest and the Orinoco River.
* Visit the Maipures torrent, one of the eight wonders of the world, according to Alexander Von Humboldt.
* Visit the monument of the ”Virgen de Coromoto” at the Venezuela border.
* Learn about the “El Coco” community, which is recognized for its clay
crafts and distinct fibres.

Recommended itinerary
4 days – 3 nights
Guainía
UNEXPLORED NATURE

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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CHIRIBIQUETE
OVERFLIGHT

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
An extraordinary adventure is waiting in the heart of
the Colombian jungle. Known as the home of the macaws,
Araracuara is an extraordinary place where more than 10
different native communities live in harmony, at the banks of
the Caqueta River.
Tourists are welcome to appreciate the traditions and
customs that the natives are ready to share, also to explore
the magic secrets that the jungle offers. Do not miss the
unique opportunity to see the breathtaking view of the
canyon “Serrania del Chiribiquete” from the sky

* Visit the city of San José del Guaviare.
* One hour overflight by the “Serranía de Chiribiquete”
* Visit the famous peak of “Salto del Diablo” (Devil’s Jump)
* Explore the village of Araracuara and “Abuelo Marceliano”
* Navigate on canoe in the Caqueta, Yari and Mesay rivers.
* Watch Pink Dolphins swimming in the Mesay river.
* Fishing for dinner in the river.

Recommended itinerary
5 days – 4 nights
Amazon Region
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UNEXPLORED NATURE

COCUY SNOW MOUNTAIN
TOUR TO HEAVEN

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
The Sierra Nevada Del Cocuy National Park is located on the
eastern side of the Andes Mountains, near to the Venezuelan
border. Described by visitors, as a “hikers dream,” this national
park is one of the most recommended destinations for any
one that is looking for a real adventure.
This tropical destination offers an impressive range of
biodiversity, including the Colombian national animal, the
Andean condor. In addition, The Sierra Nevada Del Cocuy
bestows one of the most breathtaking views, from the top of
one of the twenty-three snow peaks in the park

UNEXPLORED NATURE

* Trekking up to the “Sisuma Cottage.”
* Hiking to “Cusiri” (4,300 Meters Above Sea Level) where you will be able to
observe stunning lake views.
* View of the peak of “Pan de Azúcar.” (5,200 m.a.s.l.),
* Enjoy of the traditional cuisine of the Cocuy town.

Recommended itinerary
4 days - 3 nights
Boyacá - Arauca

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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RAINBOW TOUR
CAÑO CRISTALES

This mystical river is hidden within the vast tropical forest of
the Serrania de la Macarena in Colombia. Referred by many
as the “river of seven colors” or the “liquid rainbow”, many of
these alive tones are due to the endemic riverweed Macarenia
clavigera that lives within the river Caño Cristales. It blossoms
during the wet season from July to November, irradiating
bright red and pink hues which contrast beautifully with the
underlying 1.2 billion old geology of the Macarena

Explore all the nature that surrounds Caño Cristales in a 4x4
jeep and admire the immense biodiversity. The paradisiacal
beauty of this destination, makes it a place you must visit
while in Colombia.

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* The small town “La Macarena.”
* Boat sailing through the Guayabero river to the lodge.
* Ride a 4x4 jeep to Caño Cristales.
* Enjoy watching fauna and flora around the river.
* Try the traditional cuisine of the area.
* Enjoy the ecological walks to Caño Piedra.

Recommended itinerary
4 days - 3 nights
Sierra de la Macarena - Meta
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UNEXPLORED NATURE

HATO LA AURORA
This wonderful 16,000 hectare natural reserve is located in
the eastern part of Colombia. The Hato La Aurora is a fantastic
ranch where visitors are able to explore the wildlife and the
beautiful landscapes through a safari experience.
This destination is perfect for professional or amateur
wildlife photographers, thanks to the unique fauna and
flora, where animals as the native Chigüiro, white-tailed deer,
small crocodiles, and a great variety of birds can be spotted
throughout the reserve

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* Explore the city of Yopal and taste its delicious traditional cuisine.
* Stay at the “Ecolodge Juan Solito,” a lovely place where you can relax
watching a gorgeous landscape.
* Catch a boat ride through the Ariporó river, and appreciate the spectacular
“Llanero” sunset.
* Visit a photo gallery, where stunning pictures of jaguars and pumas have
been taken using camera traps.
* Explore the Hato la Aurora in a 4x4 Jeep or by horseback riding.
* Learn about the region’s culture, and observe how leather ropes, horsehair,
and traditional stirrups are created and how they are used by farmers.
* Go horseback riding through the old land of “Cari Babare” and watch
traditional farmyard rodeos.

Recommended itinerary
4 days - 3 nights
Casanare

UNEXPLORED NATURE

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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ANDEAN MAGIC
Located in the Eastern Cordillera
of the Andes, northeast of Bogota,
Chingaza is one of the most important
gems of the country. It embraces the
distinctive “Paramo” environment,
which is currently very threatened
worldwide. Around 50 % of the World’s
Paramos are found in Colombia, of
which Chingaza National Park is a
great component. The Paramo is key
for its unique ecosystem services
including, water cycling and hosting
various endemic species. It is also the
former territory of the Muiscas, an
influential indigenous group in the
Colombian culture.
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UNEXPLORED NATURE

ANDEAN MAGIC

SIGHTS TO ENJOY
At 3,000 meters above sea level, this amazing ecosystem
supplies pure water to millions in the capital city. The Chingaza
National Park offers visitors wonderful sites for ecological
hikes and cultural entertainment, including expeditions to
uncover the mythical city of gold, El Dorado

* Before arriving to the National park, make a stop at the “La Calera” village.
* Explore Chingaza Natural Park.
* Watch the native deer and their environment at “Monte Redondo” in
Chingaza.
* Visit the Sacred Lagoon of Siecha.
* Join expeditions to discover the mythical city of gold, El Dorado.

Recommended itinerary

* Visit the National Natural park of Sumapaz, a place filled of magnificent
Lagoons.

1 - 2 days
Cundinamarca
UNEXPLORED NATURE

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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WONDERFUL

PIEDRA DEL PEÑOL & GUATAPÉ
Located in the town of Guatapé, “La
Piedra Peñol” is a monolith of more
than 200 meters, where visitors can
climb up 740 stairs to this huge rock
hill to find a mind blowing view. This
landscape is quite distinctive due to
the small island formations within the
dam, where visitors can enjoy various
water sports.
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SPECIAL TOURS

WONDERFUL

PIEDRA DEL PEÑOL & GUATAPÉ

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* Climb up the “Piedra del Peñol”.
* Visit the village of Guatape, a quiet place with a pleasant warm climate. It
is also renown for its beautiful paintings that decorate the town’s houses.
* Journey into the green highlands and explore the impressive waterfalls of
San Rafael.
* Enjoy a unique hosting in a floating cabin at a private island in the middle
of the Guatapé lake.

Recommended itinerary
2 days – 1 night
Medellín - Guatapé
SPECIAL TOURS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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COFFEE TOUR

Delight your palate and wake up your senses with this
coffee tasting experience, where you will become a “Coffee
Ambassador”. Enjoy a coffee immersion into Colombia’s most
awarded single estate coffee

SAN ALBERTO COFFEE
EXTRAVAGANZA
Duration: 25 Minutes
Minimum: 3 Participants
The experience includes:
* Overview of the stages from bean to roast, followed by a coffee flight
prepared on 3 alternative brewing methods which will give you the
opportunity to taste 3 unique coffee profiles.
* Enjoy the attributes of the Colombian specialty coffee.

“CAFÉ’S” TOUR
Voyage Colombia will take you to the most outstanding cafes of the capital.
Expert baristas at each site will teach you the secrets of this ancient
beverage, a delicate tasting in a comfortable living room while the aroma
of freshly brewed coffee will overwhelm your senses.

Recommended itinerary
* “Café Cultor” - Bio
* Café Azahar- Gourmet
* Bourbon
* Café La Abadia
* Magola Buendía

Duration
3 hours
Bogotá
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SPECIAL TOURS

FASHION
& HERITAGE TOUR

Uncover a different perspective of the fashion industry in
Colombia, visit the “Pink Zone” of the capital, and find the
best designers of the country. In this tour you will find a
distinct fashion techniques, where the designers are the
Colombian indigenous tribes. You will have the opportunity
to interact with women artisans of these communities;
they will communicate the stories of their communities
and how their artisanal work is carried out.
This will be an unforgettable experience where you will not
only purchase and appreciate these beautiful handmade
pieces, but also learn more about these indigenous
cultures, and along with it will come a lasting memory in
the country of magical realism

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Visit the main museums and galleries in the city.

CRAFTED ITEMS FROM
* Wayuu community
* Camsa community
* Embera and Wounaan community.

Recommended itinerary
1 day
Bogotá

SPECIAL TOURS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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GUAJIRA

THE ENCHANTING LAND
Admire the extraordinary landscape of La Guajira, where the
salt reflects the sunrays and mixes with the sea. Discover a
particular spot to enjoy the Caribbean Sea, and get in touch
with the Wayuu community, who live with their ancestral
traditions and unique customs

SIGHTS
* Cabo de la Vela.
* Salt mines of Manaure.
* Cerrejón coal mine.
* Mayapo mine.
* Museum of gas and salt.
* Visit Padilla park and Nuestra Señora de los Remedios Cathedral.

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
• Visit the Wayuu Rancheria, and interact with the native community.
• Watch a traditional dance ritual.
• Go on a tour around a Rancheria settlement.
• Delight yourself with the typical dish Frichi and Chicha which is made from
corn.
• Visit the majestic “Pilón de Azúcar” Beaches.

Recommended itinerary
4 days - 3 nights
Guajira - Riohacha
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SPECIAL TOURS

AMAZON EXPERIENCE
Explore the Colombian Amazon also known as the “Lung
of the world”. In this magnificent rainforest, you will be
amazed by the natural wonders of the tropics. Enrich your
journey by connecting with the local traditions of indigenous
communities. This will surely be a life-changing journey, which
will never be forgotten!

SIGHTS
* Leticia
* Puerto Nariño
* San Martin
* Peruvian reserve Marasha
* Amazon River

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* Walk through a natural reserve and discover the Amazon jungle.
* Feel the adrenaline of the canopy through the treetops.
* Go out for a night tour in canoes to observe the caimans, and experience
the colors, sounds and aromas of the nocturnal jungle.
* Discover the fantastic fauna including the birds and monkeys that will appear from the wildest trees.
* Cruise by boat through the Amazon River.
* Connect with the indigenous communities of the area.
* Take a walk through the ecological village where no vehicles are allowed.
* Observe the pink and grey dolphins on a canoe tour along the beautiful
Tarapoto lakes.

Recommended itinerary
5 days - 4 nights
Amazon
SPECIAL TOURS

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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JABA NIBUE HOTEL

Tour to “Playa Cristal”

Let us impress you with a unique ECO RESORT that mixes a
landscape of crystalline and calm waters with a mountainous
area full of flora.

* Visit one of the Colombia´s Paradise fisherman island.

Jaba Nibue Hotel is located in the opposite side of “Playa Grande
Bay”, with an outdoor swimming pool, a garden and a restaurant.
It is 5 km from the historic center of Santa Marta

* This is a treatment applied tightly and progressively in order minimize
accumulated tension in the body and clear the mind.

Relaxing massage

Chocolaterapy

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
Night Diving
* Activity recommended for people with experience. A night dive in a
beautiful beach in Tayrona park where you can see the night life of the
sea.
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REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES

* This is a ritual in which a mixture of chocolate and warm essential oils
applied to the skin, exfoliating it by a relaxing massage with a delicious
chocolate scent.

Recommended itinerary
2 days – 1 nights
Taganga - Santa Marta

WELLNESS & LUXURY

MYSTIQUE
CARTAGENA

TO ENJOY
* Special City Tour beyond the ramparts
* Private photo session in the colonial city
* Speedboat to Rosario Islands
* Romantic Sunset Sailing Tour
* Kayaking through the lagoons of the island

Ananda boutique hotel
Ananda in Sanskrit means “bliss,” which is why this hotel transmits a spirit of
luxury and comfort in perfect harmony.

San Pedro de Majagua Beach Resort
Located on Isla Grande, part of the Rosario Islands, this resort has 17 comfortable bedrooms designed and decorated according to the environment of
the spectacular natural reserve of the Rosario Islands.

Recommended itinerary
6 days - 5 nights

Transport yourself to a truly Colonial experience, enjoy the
mystique of this antique spot while relaxing in the warm
Caribbean breeze and the sunset that has transformed the
colors of the 400 years old houses in the historical center of
Cartagena

SIGHTS
* San Pedro Claver church and cloister.
* Cathedral, Plaza de la Proclamación.
* Santo Domingo church and cloister.
* Gold Museum of Zenú Culture.
* San Felipe de Barajas fortress.
* Santo Domingo and San Francisco Javier Bastion.
WELLNESS & LUXURY

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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CASA YUNQUE
OUTSKIRT WELLNESS

Enjoy a magnificent unique tour to experience the
surroundings of Bogotá and get in contact with nature.
Reencounter yourself with the inspiration that only the
Colombian mountains can give. Experience the tranquility
of this unexplored region.
In Ubate, at the north of Bogotá, you will find an exclusive
shelter, just at the outskirts of busy Bogota, a place where
you will forget all the stress.
“Casa Yunque” is a magnificent hotel with spa, fine
restaurant, stunning nature trails, and diverse landscapes
that will leave you relaxed in any way
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WELLNESS ACTIVITIES
* Get your complete body relaxed with a two hours wellness treatment that
will allow you to feel completely as a new person.
* Take a massage with a masseuse expert, experience hydrotherapy shock
temperatures, Sabay stones treatments or a facial. You will forget about
all your worries and do not want to leave Casa Yunque anymore.

Recommended itinerary
2 days - 1 night
Cundinamarca - Ubaté

WELLNESS & LUXURY

VISUS
HOTEL SPA
COFFEE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

The coffee cultural landscape has magnificent sites, such as
Salento and Valle del Cocora, where you will be surrounded
by one of Colombia´s finest and most iconic products: Coffee.
It is one of Colombia´s most beautiful and unique landscapes
that will let you discover one of the most relaxing experiences
in a life time

WELLNESS ACTIVITIES
* Experience a complete therapy kit (exfoliator-mud-oil). After an extensive
therapy kit, you will enjoy a 3 course meal and a glass of wine to end this
relaxed day in style.
* Enjoy a complete therapy kit (exfoliator-mud-oil). You can choose form
different fragrances including: chocolate, green spa, passion fruit, and
coffee.
WELLNESS & LUXURY

SIGHTS
* Visit Salento: the Oldest village in Quindío; which is known for the
architecture of the famous plaza and the old houses built in “Bahareque” ,
where the walls are made from mud.
* Admire the beautiful Coffee Landscapes and discover a great variety of
artisan workshops where you can go shopping and then you will have
some of the famous “Café de Jesus Martin”.

Recommended itinerary
3 days – 2 nights
Quindio - Risaralda

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCES
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EMOTIONS
Add adrenaline to your life while
exploring various breathtaking
destinations throughout the country.
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EMOTIONS

WHALE WATCHING

Enjoy a unique and life-changing experience in the Colombian
Pacific, where more than 2,000 humpback whales migrate
each year from mid-June to mid-October to give birth in the
warm waters of the tropic. The calm and serene waters of
Colombia are ideal for the mother whales and their young
calves. Get your luggage ready and come along with good
company, because Voyage Colombia will take you to an
unforgettable adventure

Recommended itinerary
6 days - 5 nights
Chocó
WHALE WATCHING

ACTIVITIES
* Relax in Bahía Solano, this enchanted place offers delicious local food,
pristine beaches and comfortable Eco lodges.
* Search for the whales emerging from the deep sea.
* Enjoy your day visiting the Almejal Natural Reserve.
* Taste the local coastal cuisine for lunch.
* Visit the Utria Natural National Park. Explore through the mangroves and
practice activities such as, snorkeling in the emerald waters the Colombian
Pacific.
* Navigate in a canoe through the Tundó River, discovering the beauty
behind its banks, like the magnificent nature wildlife and pristine
ecosystem.

EMOTIONS
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BIRDS OF THE TROPIC
There is no doubt Colombia is the best place for bird lovers, as
it hosts the highest number of species in the world, this being
around 1,870! Get ready to grab your camera and travel to a
tropical paradise where the colors and melodies will enchant
you. You will travel to the stunning Hacienda El Triunfo, which
embraces one of the most important Natural Reserves of the
endangered Dry Tropical Forest.
Explore the vast area through a lovely horseback ride, where
you will be able to encounter endemic bird species of the
region along with the stunning view of the Lumbi mountain
range

SIGHTS & ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
• Horseback ride through the plains and mountains of the dry tropical
forest in the Hacienda El Triunfo.
• Enjoy taking great shots of the stunning birds of the region.
• Explore the lovely colonial town, Honda, filled with history of the Colonial
Era and the Magdalena River.
• Stay at the charming boutique hotel Posada Las Trampas, and enjoy the
stunning views of the town and delight yourself with the delicious native
cuisine.

Recommended itinerary
3 days – 2 nights
Ibague- Honda – Hacienda El Triunfo
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EMOTIONS

BIRDS OF THE TROPIC

BIRD WATCHING
& COFFEE CULTURE

Be prepared to experience a unique plan, and enjoy viewing
more than 1880 bird species. Colombia is the country with
the greatest bird diversity, equivalent to 20% of bird species
around the globe. “Meet” with 197 species of migratory birds
that reach the country, and discover 71 species of birds that
can be seen only in Colombia!

BIRD WATCHING SIGHTS
* Parque de la Vida.
* “Cuenca Alta del Río Quindío”.
* Cocora Valley.

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* Visit Café La Morelia and taste the best coffee of the world while learning
about the coffee culture of the region.
* Go to el Caimo Town, a traditional coffee spot.
* Discover the Natural Reserve Tundo and Utria.

Recommended itinerary
5 days – 4 nights
Quindío- Risaralda-Caldas

BIRDS WATCHING

EMOTIONS
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MOTORCYCLE TOUR
ACROSS COLOMBIA

With this tour you will have a “double
emotion plan”, feel the adrenaline of a
powerful motorcycle while discovering
diverse places in Colombia.
In only 11 days you will visit most
of Colombia’s iconic and beautiful
destinations.
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EMOTIONS

MOTORCYCLE TOUR

MOTORCYCLE TOUR
ACROSS COLOMBIA

The diversity of routes and landscapes will leave you
speechless more than once. On this motorcycle tour we
will be riding through some of Colombia’s most iconic and
beautiful destinations

City in which the tour begins: Bogotá
City in which the tour ends: Cartagena

Recommended itinerary
* Bogotá - Villa de Leyva
* Barichara - Chicamocha Canyon - Bucaramanga
* Honda - Coffee Cultural lanscape
* Medellín - Planeta Rica - Mompóx - Cartagena
11 days (including in and out)

MOTORCYCLE TOUR

EMOTIONS
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QUINDÍO ON BIKE

Enjoy a bicycle tour and discover the beauty of Quindío’s trails.
During the journey you will find pastures, grasslands, coffee,
pineapple and banana plantations. Be amazed going through
the most beautiful bamboo forests, rivers and landscapes
appreciating countless green shades

ROUTES BY BIKE
* Montegro – Filandia - Canyon of Aguada Circasia. (45kms – 7 hours aprox).
* Armenia - San Juan Bosco - La Nubia - Canaán - Palestina -Salento
(50 kms - 8 hours aprox).
* Salento – La Montañita (40 kms – 5 hours).

TO ENJOY

Recommended itinerary

* Take a panoramic Jeep tour to discover Quindío from another angle,
allowing you to develop a photographic safari.

5 days – 4 nights

* Experience the Culture Program, the Sunset Coffee House, and educational
trips throughout the region.
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QUINDÍO ON BIKE

CHICAMOCHA
TREKKING & CANOPY

This is the perfect plan for those adventurers who want to
get in touch with nature. During the trip, you can appreciate
unique landscapes with invaluable Guane Cave Paintings.
This journey is framed by the immensity of the Chicamocha
Canyon. Then visit Barichara, known as Colombia’s prettiest
town, renowned as a fine example of adobe and colonial
architecture within an oasis of tranquility.
We suggest to make an extention to your trip to visit the
Chicamocha´s Canyon and do Canopy

TREKKING & CANOPY

ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY
* Walk a colonial cobblestone road through the marvellous landscape of La
Mesa de Los Santos plateau.
* Discover the McCormick Bridge, which spans the Chicamocha river.
* Be aware of the vestiges of the Spaniards.
* Visit a Spanish – Style colonial Town.

Recommended itinerary
1 or 2 nights of acommodation in hammocks.
Santander

EMOTIONS
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ADVENTURE
Live a real adventure travelling from the
highest ice peaks in the Andes Mountains,
to the diverse and blissful beaches of the
Caribbean and Pacific.
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ADVENTURE

RAFTING
* Magdalena River (close to San Agustín)
* The Río Negro (located in Tobia, Cundinamarca department)
* Barragán River (located in the Coffee Cultural Landscape)
* Suárez River (located in the National Park Chicamocha)
* Rio Claro Natural Reserve (located in Doradal - department of Antioquia)

CANOPY
* National Park Chicamocha (near Bucaramanga, Department of Santander)
* Armenia, Department of Quindio
* Amazon (near Leticia)
* El Peñol (near Medellín, Department of Antioquia)
* La Periquera Waterfall (near Villa de Leyva, Department of Boyaca)

CLIMBING
* Sierra del Cocuy (5.330mts)
* El Ruiz Snow Peak (5.400mts)
* Tolima Snow Peak (5.321mts)
* Rock climbing in Suesca (small town near Bogotá)

ADVENTURE
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RAPPELLING
* San Gil (near Bucaramanga, Department of Santander)
* Tobia (near Bogotá, Department of Cundinamarca)
* Villa de Leyva (4 hours from Bogotá, Department of Boyacá)

HIKING
* Bahía Solano (Pacific Coast)
* Los Nevados National Park (Coffee Cultural Landscape)
* El Cocuy National Park
* Sierra Nevada at the Caribbean coast
* Bogotá Surroundings

PARAGLIDING
* Sopó (near Bogotá)
* Ruitoque (Bucaramanga - Santander Department)
* Chicamocha Canyon / National Park Chicamocha
(near Bucaramanga - Santander Department)
* Los Farallones (near Cali)
* El Mirador (near Villavicencio)
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ADVENTURE

SCUBA DIVING
CARIBBEAN COAST
* San Andrés & Providencia
* Taganga, Santa Marta & Tayrona National Park
* Cartagena & Rosario Islands
PACIFIC COAST
* Gorgona Island
* Malpelo Island
* El Buque Hundido, La Piedra del Norte and Islotes Los Nidales, Bahía
Solano and El Valle at the Pacific Coast
* Nuqui
SCUBA DIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE
* Tota Lake (3000 meters above sea level, 14°C)

HORSEBACK RIDING
* Honda - Hacienda el Triunfo (Department of Tolima)
* Tobia & Bogotá´s Savannah (Ubate Valley)
* Villa de Leyva & Paipa (Department of Boyacá)
* Santa Marta & Tayrona National Park
* Coffee Cultural Landscape
* San Gil

ADVENTURE
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FESTIVALS
There is not better way to discover the
true Colombian magic than connecting
with the cultural traditions of its people.
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FESTIVALS

BARRANQUILLA
CARNIVAL

With over a million and half visitors a year, it is one of the
most important and popular festivals in the country. Its main
attraction lies on the variety of colors and the joy expressed
by the locals throughout the celebrations that take place in
the streets of the city and joy in which the celebrations take
place in the streets of the city. Doodles, Bulls, Monocucos,
and King Momo, among other characters remind us about
the pagan origin of this celebration.
The beginning of the carnaval is marked by a parade of
floats, led by the Queen of the Carnival and the participating
troupes, groups, and cumbiambas. This is followed by folk
groups and The Festival of Orchestras, that involve various
genres and melodies. The Carnival ends with the death and
burial of Joselito Carnival, which takes place the day before
Ash Wednesday, the day that marks the beginning of Lent for
Christians

When / Where
February
Barranquilla - Atlántico

FESTIVALS
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BLACK & WHITE
CARNIVAL

Nariño’s capital celebrates one of the biggest parties of
southern Colombia. The festival includes several key moments
as carnavalito (Parade and parades of children), the arrival of
the Castaneda family, the day of the black, white and day of
the grand parade. By tradition, color has contributed to the
construction of the identity of this region, the Carnival is one
of the most important festivities

When / Where
January
Pasto - Nariño

EXPOARTESANIAS
Expoartesanías is well recognized as an important marketing
platform for craft developers towards domestic and
international markets, besides being the only company
specializing in Latin America

When / Where
December
Bogotá
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FESTIVALS

FLOWERS
FAIR

The “City of Eternal Spring” is adorned every August to share
the joy and creativity of its people through this holiday season.
It is full of events among which stands the majestic Parade
Silleteros, that has been celebrated over 53 years. More than
500 farmers in the village of Santa Elena carry their saddles
filled with colorful flowers. During the fair also enjoy the
Festival de la Trova, the parade of Classic Cars, Humor City,
Horse Parade, International Festival of Story-telling, antique
car parade and more

When / Where
August
Medellín - Antioquia

CALI
FAIR

The Cali’s Fair is the best way to end the year, it brings together
salsa lovers. The bullfighting season is part of the programming
of these parties. Those who live these celebrations, also they
enjoy the exquisite cuisine of the region, the beauty of women,
and the meeting of music lovers

When / Where
December
Cali - Valle del Cauca

FESTIVALS
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GOLF
Challenge yourself with the best golf
courses that Voyage has selected for you.
We are dedicated to promote Colombia as
one of the top golf destinations in South
America.
Our country offers all kinds of weather
suitable for playing golf all year round!
Golf
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GOLF

BOGOTÁ’S

Club El Rincón de Cajicá

SURROUNDINGS

PAR 72

Located about 40 minutes north of Bogota, this golf course is also one of
the top golf courses in Colombia. Designed by Rovert Trent Jones, it is well
known for its distinctive hilly landscape, something not common around
Bogota.
Championship Tees

7.408 Yards

Blue Tees

7.408 Yards

White Tees

6.816 Yards

Red Tees

5.781 Yards

Payande Golf Club and Resort

Colombia´s capital, Bogota, is located in the Eastern Cordillera
of Los Andes mountain range. Bogota offers the perfect
weather for golfers with its location about 2.650 meters
above sea level and an average temperature of about 15°C
and in some months it can even reach 25°C

San Andrés Golf Club

PAR 72

Located in the municipality of Villeta, only an hour and a half away from
Bogotá, it is a day trip golfers should not miss. The warmer climate and
beautiful landscape of the course make it a great destination to play.
Designed by Scott Miller.
Blue Tees

6.522 Yards

White Tees

6.014 Yards

Red Tees

5.120 Yards

PAR 72

Located about 45 minutes to the west of Bogotá in the municipality of
Funza, this course is ranked among the top golf courses in the country.
Designed by Thompson and Jones.

La Sabana Golf Club

PAR 71

Located about an hour north of Bogota, this is a shorter butvstill challenging
golf course. Designed by Mark Mahannan.

Championship Tees

7.408 Yards

Blue Tees

6.962 Yards

Blue Tees

6.345 Yards

White Tees

6.679 Yards

White Tees

5.959 Yards

Red Tees

5.972 Yards

Red Tees

5.638 Yards

GOLF
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BOGOTÁ’S
SURROUNDINGS

La Cima Golf Club

PAR 70

Located in the municipality of La Calera, on the Eastern mountain ranges
of Bogotá, this golf course offers a unique landscape and has the second
highest golf hole in the world at approximately 2.750 meters above sea
level.

PAR 72

This is a short but challenging course which is located about 45 minutes
from the capital city.
Blue Tees

6.679 Yards

Blue Tees

6.065 Yards

White Tees

6.331 Yards

White Tees

5.797 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.377 Yards

Red Tees

5.425 Yards

Red Tees

5.857 Yards

Serrezuela Country Club

PAR 72

Located about 70 minutes from Bogotá in Mosquera, this is a long course that
has hosted many national tournaments. This course also has many fast greens.
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Club Militar de Golf

Bogotá Golf Club

PAR 72

This is one of the few public courses in the country, a short course but still
has challenging greens and fairways. It has a beautiful background.

Black Tees

7.331 Yards

Blue Tees

6.921 Yards

Blue Tees

6.249 Yards

White Tees

6.483 Yards

White Tees

5.978 Yards

Red Tees

5.846 Yards

Red Tees

5.311 Yards

GOLF

CALI

Santiago de Cali, the third largest city in Colombia is located
in the western part of the country. It offers a warmer climate
than Bogota, the average temperature being around 26°C

Club Los Andes

PAR 72

Considered one of the best golf courses in the region, it has hosted many
national tournaments.
Blue Tees

7.010 Yards

White Tees

6.247 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.273 Yards

Red Tees

5.699 Yards

Club Farallones de Cali

PAR 72

This golf course offers the only Par 6 in the country as well as an amazing
landscape.
Blue Tees

7.413 Yards

White Tees

7.007 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.929 Yards

Red Tees

6.040 Yards

Club Campestre de Cali

PAR 73

This club is located in the middle of Cali City. It is one of the most difficult
courses in the country because of its wavy greens.
Blue Tees

6.946 Yards

White Tees

6.424 Yards

Red Tees

5.876 Yards

GOLF
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MEDELLÍN

Club El Rodeo

PAR 72

Here golfers can enjoy playing golf right in the middle of Medellin and head
on to discover the beautiful sights during a city tour.
Blue Tees

6.808 Yards

White Tees

6.512 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.548 Yards

Red Tees

5.604 Yards

Club El Rodeo
(Macarena, Rionegro)

PAR 72

Located in Rionegro, about 45 minutes from Medellin, this course offers a
cooler climate, but a very challenging 18 holes.

Medellin is Colombia´s second largest city with a bit over 2
million inhabitants and home to Camilo Villegas. It is known
for its kind people and wonderful weather. Medellin also has
sorrounding urban areas which are very close by, such as
Rionegro where 2 of the golf courses are located and make a
tourist´s stay very enjoyable. Medellin´s average temperature
ranges between 16°C and 28°C while the climate in Rionegro
is quite similar to the one in Bogota

Club Campestre de Medellín

PAR 72

This is the Campestre´s headquarters, it offers 9 holes located in the middle of Medellin.
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Blue Tees

6.792 Yards

White Tees

6.422 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.461 Yards

Red Tees

5.489 Yards

Club Campestre de Medellín
(Llanogrande)

Located in Rionegro, about 45 minutes from Medellin, this course is home
to PGA golfer Camilo Villegas

Blue Tees

5.582 Yards

Blue Tees

7.044 Yards

White Tees

5.322 Yards

White Tees

6.423 Yards

White/Red Tees

5.326 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.404 Yards

Red Tees

4.586 Yards

Red Tees

5.795 Yards

GOLF

PAR 72

IBAGUÉ
Ibague is also one of the main secondary cities in the country.
It is located approximately 250 km south of Bogotá on the
central Cordillera. .It has a population of 511,600 inhabitants
and its average temperature is about 25°C
Bucaramanga is one of the main secondary cities in Colombia,
located on the Eastern cordillera, it is about 384 km from
Bogotá. It is approximately 290 meters above sea level and
its average temperature is 24°C. Bucaramanga is host to 2
beautiful and challenging golf courses

Ruitoque Golf Country Club

PAR 70

Club Campestre de Ibagué
Blue Tees

6.556 Yards

White Tees

6.236 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.466 Yards

Red Tees

5.529 Yards

PAR 71

Located about 20 minutes south of Bucaramanga, this golf course is
situated on top of a plateau from where you have an amazing view and
enjoy a challenging golf game.
Blue Tees

6.601 Yards

White Tees

6.252 Yards

White/Red Tees

5.893 Yards

Red Tees

4.716 Yards

Club Campestre
de Bucaramanga

GIRARDOT
PAR 72

Narrow fairways and tricky water hazards make thisgolf course very
interesting.
Blue Tees

6.394 Yards

White Tees

6.074 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.074 Yards

Red Tees

5.519 Yards

Girardot is a small town located about one hour from Ibagué
and 3 hours from Bogotá. It is a very well known vacation spot
as it offers the perfect climate to practise water sports or play
golf in the nice golf club and resort

El Peñón Golf & Resort

PAR 71

Blue Tees

7.070 Yards

White Tees

6.711 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.699 Yards

Red Tees

5.789 Yards

GOLF
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COFFEE REGION

Located in the heart of Colombia’s coffee region, Armenia is
about 290 km to the west of Bogota, and its temperatures can
vary from 18°C to 29°C

Club Campestre de Manizales

Here golfers can enjoy playing golf right in the middle of Medellin and head
on to discover the beautiful sights during a city tour.

Blue Tees

6.902 Yards

White Tees

6.460 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.327 Yards

Blue Tees

6.633 Yards

Yellow Tees

5.994 Yards

White Tees

6.243 Yards

Red Tees

5.841 yards

White/Red Tees

6.291 Yards

Red Tees

5.550 Yards

Club Campestre de Armenia

VILLAVICENCIO

PAR 72

The wonderful sorroundings make this golf course unique, located within a
few miles of the city, tourists have a choice of staying at the club´s cabañas
or in a typical hacienda near by.

Villa Valeria Villavicencio

Blue Tees

6.517 Yards

White Tees

5.967 Yards

Blue Tees

6.100 Yards

White/Red Tees
GOLF

5.967 Yards

White Tees

5.900Yards

5.410 Yards

Red Tees

5.200 Yards

Red Tees

GOLF

PAR 71

PAR 71

Enjoy golfing in a different environment: This club is a beautiful and
challenging course located on the mountains near where the coffee is
harvested.
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Club Campestre de Pereira

PAR 72

CARTAGENA

Cartagena is probably the best well known city in Colombia
due to its gorgeous architecture and history. Visited by many
tourists, it offers great dining and nightlife and great weather.
Its average temperature is 83 degrees Farenheit. Although
not a golf destination, the city has one private course for
those who do want to enjoy a day of golf

Club Campestre de Cartagena

Karibana Golf Club

PAR 72

It is a golf course that has very advanced technical, ecological specifications
and it has a very nice view. Until March 2013 you can only play 9 holes on
this course but afterwards there will be 18.

PAR 72

Blue Tees

6.901 Yards

Blue Tees

6.766 Yards

White Tees

6.464 Yards

Black Tees

7.296 Yards

White/Red Tees

6.481 Yards

White Tees

6.362 Yards

Red Tees

5.812 Yards

Red Tees

5.692Yards

GOLF
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OUR
SUGGESTIONS
The following distinguished companies
will take your journey through Colombia
to another level, for an extraordinary
experience!
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OUR SUGGESTIONS

COLOMBIAN
DESIGN

VERDI
D E S I G N

A Masterpiece at your feet.

Natural Fiber & Metal Rugs
Handcrafted in Colombia

Contact: info@verdi.com.co

#: (+57) 3164524260 - 3205428335
Calle 93B # 9-91 Bogotá, Colombia

COLOMBIAN DESIGN

OUR SUGGESTIONS
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TRAVEL
ASSISTANCE
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TRAVEL ASSISTANCE

TRAVEL
ASSISTANCE

TRAVEL ASSISTANCE

OUR SUGGESTIONS
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TRAVEL
ASSISTANCE
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OUR SUGGESTIONS

TRAVEL ASSISTANCE

HOTELS

HOTELS

OUR SUGGESTIONS
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HOTELS
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OUR SUGGESTIONS

HOTELS

HOTELS

The Perfect Combination of Nature,
Culture and Comfort.

Wi-Fi • Room Service • Bar
24 hour front desk • Restaurant
Pool • Activities • Horsebacking
Fee waterpark • Access Guide Tour
Honda • Colombia

www.posadalastrampas.com
gerente@ecotrek.com.co
Tel: (57)3102405221
HOTELS

OUR SUGGESTIONS

HOTELS
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HOTELS

Make your next journey

EXTRAORDINARY
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, Anillo vial Cra. 9 No. 34 -16
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HOTELS

OUR SUGGESTIONS

HOTELS

HOTELS

Casa construida en mamposteria
y madera con el estilo señorial
de la colonización antioqueña a
principios del siglo XX y restaurada
en 1.991.
Dotada con una amplia colección
de muebles de época.
La ﬁnca conserva los cultivos
tradicionales del café más
7 hermosos de la región.

PBX 7 34 43 55

HOTELS

OUR SUGGESTIONS
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HOTELS

Hotel Estrella del Monte is a warm
place with elegancy and simplicity
where you want to share special
moments with others who also love
nature, tranquility and ﬁne taste.
It is an ideal place to relax, to have a
glass of wine or to read a good book!
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OUR SUGGESTIONS

Kilómetro 5 Vereda La Cristalina - Circasia (Quindío) - Colombia
Teléfono: (+57) 3128554945
www.hotelestrelladelmonte.com

HOTELS

SPECIAL TRANSFERS

Transporte especial de pasajeros en
Bogotá y principales ciudades de
Colombia con los mejores
vehículos y guías - conductores a las
mejores tarifas del mercado.

Carrera 45A No. 91-49, Oﬁcina 302
Bogotá D.C. – Colombia
Telefax: (+57) 1-7495518 - (+57) 1-7495519
Celular: (+57) 3164738908
SPECIAL TRANSFERS

OUR SUGGESTIONS
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COFFEE DELIGHTS

INDEX
Nature & Adventure • Eco Tourism • Culture • Heritage
OUR
Sun & Beach • Luxury & Wellness • Golf
SPECIALITIES
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20

Eastern &
Southern Zone

26

REMARKABLE
EXPERIENCES

Experiencias cafeteras desarrolladas por los
Colombian Journeys
cultivadores del café más premiado de Colombia.

Whale Watching

65

Birds Of The Tropic
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Birds Watching

67

Motorcycle Tour

68

Quindío On Bike
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Chicamocha
Trekking & Canopy

71

ADVENTURE
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FESTIVALS
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www.cafesanalberto.com
GOLF
ventas@cafesanalberto.com
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30
31

Unexplored Nature

46

Special Tours
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Coffee experiences developed by the growers
of
Wellness & Luxury
Colombia´s most award winning coffee.

60
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COFFEE DELIGHTS
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